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Network Codes and Guidelines in the Energy Community

- No direct applicability of Regulations in the Energy Community
- Procedure for adoption of Network Codes and Guidelines in the EnC adopted (Procedural Act of PHLG)
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- EC proposal to PHLG
- PHLG Decision
- ECRB
- PHLG decision to include transposition deadline
- CPs to notify transposition to ECS

- legal bindingness in EU
- consulting 30 days
- majority of the votes cast
- one vote per CP

- Still some open issues...binding reciprocity on the interconnections between EU MSs and EnC CPs?
Reciprocity on interconnections between EU MSs and EnC CPs

How to close the gap?

- Title III EnC Treaty – complete solution
- Title II EnC Treaty – additional legal instruments needed
Reciprocity – closing the gap in the gas sector?

- Implementation of NCs on CP-CP IPs only (UA-MD and SR-BiH) will not justify the implementation effort and/or add value in terms of market integration.

- Minimum target (for the time being): voluntary commitment of EU NRAs/TSOs neighboring the CPs to apply gas NCs on MS-CP IPs.

  **binding agreement** (‘Declaration’)

  Signed by neighbouring EU N(R)As to treat CP-MS IPs as if they were EU-internal → making use of existing 3rd country clause authority of N(R)As.

  “Switch on” after confirmation that CP implement NC on its side of IP.
Thank you for your attention!
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